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In addition to publishing books, AllBook
also negotiates the rights to its works in

audiovisual and audiobook formats,
selling rights abroad and managing

authors and models.

A Brazilian publisher for publications by
national and foreign authors of fiction

and non-fiction, founded by reader
Beatriz Soares in August 2018. A
publisher created by readers for

readers, with great affection for all
book lovers.
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ROMANTIC
COMEDY

RIGHTS CATALOG 



Mais que um Match
Malu Simões

 Romance Comedy

277 pages | 87k words
2023

4.6 stars

Rights sold: Italy

Audio sold: Brazil (Ubook)

Mais que um Match is a wonderful
romantic comedy, with strangers to
lovers, fake dating, roommates and

age gap.

Antonella is known as the “Pulp Princess”. After years of living a
lifestyle that she didn't like, she decides to take control of her
destiny, abandoning everything and running away – literally –

from everyone. 

It is precisely destiny that puts Sebastián, a handsome
Spaniard with a mesmerizing look and a mysterious past, in her

path. After a collision at the airport, they realize that their
destination is the same and that they will need to share the
same roof on one of the most paradisiacal coasts in Brazil. 

There, she will experience happy moments that will make her
rethink her life.



CONTEMPORARY
ROMANCE

RIGHTS CATALOG 



Cada Minuto
Maria Rosa Tavares

Contemporary romance

249 pages | 122k words
2023

4.7 stars

Rights available worldwide

complicated everything. Getting dumped on him didn't help
either. I only had a week left until I graduated from university,

and I was ready, but something changed everything.
There is someone trying to target my father and his political

career through me, and the only way to escape this situation is
to run away with the last person I want to see. 

Did it have to be that man who helped me? 
There's a mystery to his silence, and I'm suspecting he lied

about his real name. 
Trusting my life to a stranger to cross the country could be the

worst decision I've ever made, a reckless and risky decision. 

I shouldn't have let my best friend
talk me into doing this. 

I seriously thought kissing a
stranger would be a good idea?

The fact that it was the best kiss of
my life, with the most handsome

guy I'd ever seen, just



Pacific Park
Liz Vecci

Contemporary romance

157 pages | 80k words
2021

4.4 stars

Rights available worldwide

Professor Talia snubs Emílio's
beauty and magnetism because
she considers him an ogre. She

has an artistic and romantic soul.
A night with too many tequilas
brings out the prince this ogre

can be, at least until the sinlight

hits the window. And then, unusual circumstances make
her discover that there is an explanation for why Emílio

chose the life without ties he leads, which involves
previous and sad family stories.

The common circle of friends cannot know that there is a
spark between these two. Talia resists, her romantic heart

must not get involved with someone like Emílio.

Emílio fights to protect himself, it's not worth investing if
happy endings don't exist for him. Is there consistency in
what they saw in each other? Is the attraction real or just

a fantasy?

https://www.amazon.com.br/Pacific-Park-Liz-Vecci-ebook/dp/B09Q8XZ4DM/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_pt_BR=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=2QOOQ87ALUABL&dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.CWTmHxxjYcGOKujeUjXiCtF0576n-gJ49j2bd_Ho_gsEBSjWEnzLy4a3fI_ocvjWSKhtzZRr00383vPTmojRSEgNbc4JXyOUIVWKHPUWaHGiWov-yEPg4t9WrGB0BVnReJeHHv6crTb9jjD5NFeojJi116iH7NmDcPRut-O60bW7w0dH9TEKpod8pkeEMbtncP76Cl0ve30DcPXwQlMLggsTqRzGyTn7jnQN5DgLSMY.vAaU_n-QE6UDY4GDSg4FhwVIW5Jxd11OMe_HcLHCveg&dib_tag=se&keywords=pacific+park&qid=1712555675&s=digital-text&sprefix=pacif%2Cdigital-text%2C1138&sr=1-1


Liz Vecci
Contemporary romance

180 pages | 62k words
2023

 4.6 stars

Rights available worldwide

Giving him hope would be disloyal to both of them. At 34 she
is certain that she does not want to have children and that

she will not change her mind about it.
And to fulfill her professional dream she moves to Santa

Monica.
Jagger is 27 years old, he became a police officer, following

the career of his father from whom he also inherited his
systematic temperament.

After an inconsequential night, he finds himself involved in a
major crisis.

What can happen when two people feel attracted to each
other, even though they are at different stages in life?

“You won’t be able to be happy
with anyone, because every
healthy man wants to have

children.”
With that sentence, Jane Anne saw

her boyfriend leave.

Lovers Point



Malu Simões
Contemporary romance

284 pages | 91k words
2022

 
Story written exclusively for the

Skeelo platform, only available in
digital format in Brazil.

Rights available worldwide

Her crush on the teenage boy was a secret kept only in her
glitter-filled diaries in the 2000s. Now she was a graduated

woman, owner of a successful company, fresh out of a
relationship and completely focused on her own career.

But not even the strongest hearts are able to resist the return
of the platonic love of youth. Even better if this love comes with
defined arms and abs that will make you gasp. Kauê is now a

famous photographer specializing in capturing surfing
maneuvers, who returns to his hometown after a disastrous
breakup. And Débora begins to imagine herself surfing the
waves of passion. It remains to be seen whether Kauê will

catch the same wave as her.

Imperfeito para o meu
coração

Débora believed she was free
from the insecurities of the past.



Malu Simões
Contemporary romance

249 pages | 102k words
2022

4.4 stars

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

Natália is a woman with her own opinion, in charge of her
destiny and thoughtful in her choices. Even though she was a
successful doctor, she didn't hesitate to give up everything to

become a waitress in another country, just to give a new
turn to her life and realign herself with her purposes.

Living in Spain, she ends up meeting Carlos Henrique, the
Brazilian who was just visiting that country and who moves

her in a fascinating way. Along with passion, other truths
come to light in their lives, showing that the harmony

between them is more than pure coincidence.

Peça-me para ficar



Malu Simões
Contemporary romance

318 pages | 129k words
2022

4.7 stars

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

Either with the help of the stars or just by coincidence, they
end up meeting, unexpectedly, in front of the Trevi Fountain.

It could have been just a simple bump, a mere touch of the
shoulder and an apology, but their eyes met and the

connection happened in those few seconds. By fate or by
mere chance they meet again and what happens after their

first look is something neither of them could imagine.

She believes in love, the power of
destiny and the help of the
cosmos to protect her. He is

more skeptical and prefers facts
and findings.

Depois do 
primeiro olhar



NEW ADULT
ROMANCE

RIGHTS CATALOG 



Amor, 
meu fake amor

Hisabelle Juncken
 New Adult Romance

203 pages | 72k words
2023

4.4 stars

Rights sold: Italy

Audio sold: Brazil (Amazon)

Finalist book for the Wattys award,
author Hisabelle Juncken

I didn't understand anything when he decided to end our
relationship. That doesn't mean he doesn't love me, you know?

So, my best friend and I created a fake profile to hit on me and
make Rafael crazy with jealousy. We used a photo of a

stranger on the internet, an English guy called Harry and... My
God!

How hot this Harry guy is. He would be the ideal man.
That is, if I weren't already in love with someone else. But none

of that matters.
After all, what are the chances of us meeting, right?



Não se afaste de mim
Luana Girão & Rayssa Shenayder

 New Adult Romance

218 pages | 86k words
2023

4.6 stars

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Amazon)

How many barriers can love endure?

Melissa and Alex met in high school during their
teenage years. He is in the orchestra, and she is a

dancer. The two belong to completely different families,
but music and love, even if forbidden, unite them.

An emotional story about love, music, grief, friendship
and reunions.



Será que é você?
Malu Simões

 New Adult Romance

 223 pages | 108k words
2021

4.3 stars

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

In her quest to find great love, Mia meets new people, but
the reunion with her ex-boyfriend ends up shaking the

young woman irreparably.

She will need to give up her pride to find out who is the
guy who will make her see "fireworks". However, as

nothing is that easy, the designer will come across some
obstacles that will make her change her course.

In the midst of fleeting and uncommitted passions, she
only has one doubt: is it you?



Nos Acordes da
Sedução
Malu Simões

 New Adult Romance

270 pages | 109k words
2019

4.4 stars

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

While Beca keeps her heart safe, Melissa, her best friend, one of
many friends who are true sisters, only thinks about living her
life and enjoying her internet fame as a digital influencer. On a

casual night, Rebeca meets the charming and irritating Igor,
guitarist in a rock band. The meeting between them turns out to

be intense and full of provocations. From then on, they can't
stop thinking about each other. Meanwhile, Melissa experiences

a dangerous connection with a fan who turns out to be a
dangerous stalker rather than a simple admirer. Now the friends
have few options: face their fears or risk losing the more perfect

future that life has given them.

Rebeca is a dedicated veterinarian,
with a tragic past that left her fearful

of love. 



YOUNG ADULT
ROMANCE

RIGHTS CATALOG 



Nas Batidas de Sampa
Barbara Cusin

Young Adult with girls novel

58 pages | 26k words
2023

4.6 stars

Rights available worldwide

This book are a tribute to São Paulo and the Vila
Mariana neighborhood. 

Come and hope that the plan works out because I'm
sure you'll fall in love with Guta's antics, Vivi's prim
and quirky ways, Madalena's gracefulness and the

famous Hugo Brandão, a Mr. Modern Darcy.



Para Sempre Lara
Malu Simões

Young Adult Romance

124 pages | 45k words
2023

4.5 stars

Rights available worldwide

It is amidst the snow, scarves, woods and typical
dances that she meets Christer, the heir to the

throne of Nobia, who needs to get married to take
his rightful place.

However, it was not in his and his family's plans for
him to fall in love with a commoner.

Now they will find out if the legend of Lake Blausee
is real.



CHRISTMAS
ROMANCES

RIGHTS CATALOG 



O Contrato de Natal
Malu Simões

Holiday Novel | Romance
Comedy

166 pages | 79k words
2021

4.4 stars

Rights sold: Italy

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

Kirsi was tired of her boss, a moral harasser, in the same way
that she was discouraged by her cold and methodical boyfriend
who no longer made her heart beat faster. All she wanted was

to live with a little charm and magic.

In love with Christmas, she decides to turn her story around,
developing a project about her favorite time of the year and

challenging herself to look for a new job. Now she just needs to
convince her new boss that her Christmas project is worth

incorporating into the Brinks & Toys toy factory. But there's a
problem: the powerful and enigmatic Marko Brinks isn't about

to make his plans any easier.



Elo do Nosso Amor
Malu Simões

Holiday Novel | Romance

36 pages | 14k words
2019

4.4 stars

Other books to author, sold to
Italy.

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

They say summer loves aren't made to last. Liz believed this,
especially after meeting Davi, the tourist who came to Arraial

D'Ajuda and destabilized her heart.

Together, they lived unforgettable days and nights, but it all
ended when he had to leave. 

Years later, fate brings them once again into each other's lives
on Christmas Eve. 

Could this be the chance to bring them together again?



Um amor no Natal
Malu Simões

Holiday Novel | Romance

2023
4.5 stars

Other books to author, sold to Italy.

With a touch of Christmas magic and lots of romance,
Malu Simões explores the charm of the most beautiful
festive season of the year with the short story box “Um

amor no Natal”. Each of the five stories is a delicate slice
of moments in which couples fall in love amidst the
twinkling lights and welcoming spirit of the season.

Be enchanted by narratives that intertwine and delve into
the special bonds formed when love blooms.



Christmas Stories
Collection

The AllBook Christmas Stories Collection is made up of 5
short stories by Brazilian authors. All stories are independent

and can be read in any order.

Holiday Novel | Romance
Author: Luana Girão
Book: Eu escolhi o Natal

23 pages | 7k words
4.4 stars

Holiday Novel | Romance
Author: Barbara Cusin

Book: Bolacinha Biscoito de Natal

 24 pages | 9k words
4.4 stars

Holiday Novel | Romance
Author: Hisabelle Juncken
Book: Santa Ceia

27 pages | 8k words
4.4 stars



EROTIC
ROMANCE

RIGHTS CATALOG 



O Sombra
Lily Freitas

Erotic Romance
Suspense

356 pages | 122k words
2020

4.7 stars

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

When federal police officer Lucas Matarazzo is unfairly
accused of passing on confidential information from an

operation, he decides that he will prove his innocence at any
cost.

However, in the middle of his quest to clarify that he was the
victim of a plot, he receives a tempting proposal, in
exchange for evidence that proves his innocence.

Now, to prove that he didn't hand over the operation, Lucas
only needs to protect an important witness, who can

dismantle one of the largest militias in the State of Rio de
Janeiro.



O Amor do Príncipe
Lily Freitas

Erotic Romance
Mafia

338 pages | 120k words
2021

4.7 stars

Serie Homens Dominantes - 4 books
(book 1)

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Amazon)

It was his black eyes that first caught my attention, it
was impossible not to be mesmerized by the furious

storm that was happening in that look.

Under normal circumstances I would fear it, run away
from it immediately, but when something greater

seems to force your body closer to danger, you just
feel like a fragile moth drawn to the light.



A Perdição do Mafioso
Lily Freitas

Erotic Romance
Mafia

266 pages | 119k words
2021

4.7 stars

Serie Homens Dominantes - 4 books
(book 2)

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Amazon)

Acts of kindness are not part of a Capo's life, but there is
something special about the brave redhead that prevents

him from letting her be handed over to the lions.

In a fit of insanity Paolo decides to buy Masha, by her side
she will be safe, until she reaches the age of majority and

can move on with her life. The problem is that the
redhead transforms into a beautiful woman and starts to

dominate his thoughts in a way that no other has
managed.



A Prometida do
Consigliere

Lily Freitas

Erotic Romance
Mafia

267 pages | 121k words
2021

4.7 stars

Serie Homens Dominantes - 4 books
(book 3)

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Amazon)

Domênico Pizzorni was born in the cradle of the Italian
mafia, son of one of the lieutenants of the former Capo of

his clan, he was raised to be a cruel man and ready to face
any enemy.

After years of being tortured by his father, he carries deep
trauma that prevents him from allowing people to touch him.

Dom is a reserved man, he rarely shows feelings, but his
heart surprises him when it beats wildly for his wife.



O Coração do Príncipe
Lily Freitas

Erotic Romance
Mafia

269 pages | 123k words
2022

4.8 stars

Serie Homens Dominantes - 4 books
(book 4)

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Amazon)

Prince Thomas Cassel had his heart broken when a
great passion was cruelly taken from his life. He

became a reserved man, completely closing himself
off from any type of relationship. 

However, life has its plans and led him to Fiorella
Torcasio, a young widow, who lived a world of terror
with her late husband, a cruel mobster, who tortured

her in the worst possible ways.



Na Estrada com o CEO
Lily Freitas

Erotic Romance
Boss and secretary

272 pages | 107k words
2019

4.7 stars

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

Having to put up with a demanding boss every day is not
an easy task for Samantha, now putting up with him

following her on a business trip would certainly be pure hell.
However, when a good-natured flirtation over drinks gets
out of hand, Sam succumbs to his desire for Zander and

discovers that his boss is much more than a haughty, surly
CEO. 

He is, in fact, an irresistible doom. Their journey ends up
taking a new direction, taking them both to a period of

discovery and a lot of passion. However, Samantha realizes
that giving in to the desire that explodes uncontrollably

every time they meet is a great risk for her punished heart.



Lucca
Paloma Mazzon

Erotic Romance

309 pages | 105k words
2021

4.7 stars

Serie Irmãos Lazzari - 4 books
(book 1)

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

Two people. Two completely different lives.
On one side, Lucca Lazzari, the youngest of billionaire Hetor

Lazzari's three children and also one of the most sought-
after playboys in Los Angeles. 

On the other, Melissa Johnson, a young woman abandoned
by her mother and who lives with an alcoholic and violent

father.

She is afraid of the world, but he is willing to show her that
she can have her own happy ending.



Giovanni
Paloma Mazzon

Erotic Romance

124 pages | 60k words
2022

4.7 stars

Serie Irmãos Lazzari - 4 books
(book 2)

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

She was too beautiful and hot to be forgotten,
even though she was nothing more than a

heartless bitch without an ounce of consideration. 

Now my brother decided to hire her to decorate
their new house. And I will need to work alongside
her daily. I just hope my pride is greater than my

lust.



Enzo
Paloma Mazzon

Erotic Romance

79 pages | 33k words
2023

4.7 stars

Serie Irmãos Lazzari - 4 books (book
3)

Rights available worldwide

Audio sold: Brazil (Storytel)

 I've only seen him twice in my life, and now, because of a sick
child who needs me, I'm about to see him for the third time. 

Maybe this obsession I've been feeling with him for eight years
is just in my head. After all, there were two dates and, in one of

them, Enzo was at the altar, waiting for his future wife. We didn't
even speak properly. 

He knows me as his father's wife's daughter, but I doubt he even
knows my name. But maybe – just maybe – he didn't seek to

know why he loved his wife. 
And now she is no longer with us due to an accident. He is

alone. But I'm not coming back to Los Angeles for the second
time for him, but for work.



COLORING 
BOOK

RIGHTS CATALOG 



Coloring Book

104 pages
50 illustrations

approximately
50 illustrations
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